Libraries essentials checklist
University of Nottingham Libraries

Activities to help you get used to using our library spaces, services and support.

Completed the list? Tag us on Instagram @UoNLibraries or email a copy to ua-libraries-comms@nottingham.ac.uk by 8 December to receive a Hallward Library 50th Anniversary tote bag with revision goodies.

For more information and terms and conditions visit: nottingham.ac.uk/library/librariesessentials

☐ Visit a library _______________________

☐ Use NUsearch to search for a resource or check your account

☐ Find a book in the library by classmark e.g. PN6710.M2

☐ Borrow a book – course book, leisure reading or just a topic you want to learn more about

☐ Book a study space and check-in on arrival

☐ Join a Studying Effectively webinar to learn new skills

☐ Take a break in the games zone – play a game or add to the puzzle

☐ Watch TV or film with Kanopy / Box of Broadcasts via NUsearch